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AMPLITUDE GROWTH IN STORAGE RINGS
BY PERIODIC CROSSINGS OF A RESONANCE
HENRI BRUCK*
(Received April 30, 1979; in final form September 12, 1979)
We consider the effects of the repeated crossing of a resonance by particles whose betatron wave numbers are periodically
varying. In the non-linear perturbation Hamiltonian the resonant term containing the varying wave number is expanded in
a Fourier series, yielding a synchro-betatron spectrum. Only that term ofthe series closest to the resonance under consider-
ation is retained. The squared Fourier coefficient of this term appears in the resulting expressions for amplitude growth,
amplitude range, and stop-band width.
A numerical example using parameters of a small synchrotron is given.
INTRODUCTION
In the presence of rf cavities, the betatron wave
numbers of each particle oscillate at the synchro-
tron frequency. They oscillate proportionally to the
particle energy. They"also oscillate due to the space-
charge forces, the latter being a function of azi-
muthal position in the bunch.
The dependence of the betatron wave numbers on
energy can be adjusted with the help of sextupoles.
In practice the wave number oscillation amplitude is
from 10-3 to 10-2•
On the other hand, the space-charge influence on
the wave numbers cannot be artificially varied. Ifthe
x-amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation is small
compared with the x-betatron amplitude, the density
variation along the bunch is large, and the wave
number oscillation amplitudes become as large as
one-half the wave number displacement due to
space charge (Y2 t6. ~ 0.1). Then space charge is the
predominant factor in wave-number fluctuations in
rf cavity driven space-charge limited storage rings.
In the Los Alamos proton storage ring l an rfsystem
is necessary to maintain the particles concentrated in
short bunches. The synchrotron x-amplitude is also
negligible.
These wave-number fluctuations can lead in some
cases to periodic crossing of resonances. The pur-
pose of this paper is to treat such periodic resonance
crossing. In previous work, Schoch,2 Kolomensky
and Lebedev,3 and Guignard4 consider only random
(not periodic) crossing ofa resonance. These are not
equivalent; random crossings lead to infinite ampli-
tude, while periodic crossings have a beating range.
*Consultant at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Permanent
address: Laboratoire National Satume, C.E.N. de Sac1ay,
France.
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Chasman et a1.5 consider periodic crossings, but do
not expand the oscillating frequencies. They there-
fore come only to qualitative conclusions, illustrated
by computed examples.
THEORY
The crossing of a resonance by periodically varying
betatron wave numbers will be treated here by
expanding the varying frequencies into a Fourier
series of many superimposed constant frequencies.
The space-charge induced wave-number oscil-
lations vary as t
Vs = Os/wo is the synchrotron wave number. The
space-charge wave number displacement is ~ :::; 0.2.
Vi = ViO - Y2~ (1 + sin 2vs (J),
= (v iO - Y2~) - Y2 ~ sin 2vs (J,
=vi - Y2~ sin 2vs 8; (1)
The ensuing betatron phase is
(2)
The cosine or the equivalent exponential func-
tions in the resonant term of the betatron oscillation
Hamiltonian2- 4 [see also the expression (6 ) below]
tWe simplify the description somewhat by supposing the same
oscillation amplitude 6., == 6.~ == 6. for both wave numbers.
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are (7)
By (1) and (2) this becomes
- - ~




The frequencies VI, V2, and Vs in the argument of
the cosine of (8) being constant, we can now trans-
form the primitive Hamiltonian function of two
pairs of phase-amplitude variables into an invariant
Hamiltonian for a single pair of phase-amplitude
variables l/J, a (see appendix):
(8)
(9)
if = [~nil(}(~ - viO) df)J
1,2 0 f3i
Y<i AJ _1_ 1127T(f31/R)ln l '/2
Vs 27T 0
X (f32/R)ln21/2C;~lei(~+q()) df)I ,
and
If, on the contrary, VI and V2 are variable, ac-
cording to (1), it is necessary to substitute in (6)
and (7) for vif) the expression (2) and to expand it
with the help of (4), keeping in this expansion only
the slowest p-term. Then (6) and (7) become
~nln2P=Alnll/2Aln21/22Ih I [( - +
..n q 1 2 pq COS n I V 1
where
lfJI and lfJ2 being the initial phases plus the phase
increase by all linear and non-linear perturbations,
not contained in lfJi. Expression (3) includes the
factor
exp· ± i[ (n l + n2 ) 1~ ~ 2 f)J/4 -cos Vs ,Vs
exp ± i [ (n 1 + n2) Y<i ~ cos 2v.(J]
= P~Jp[ (nl + n2)Y<i ~] e±ip(2vsO-(rr/2)) (4)
which can be expanded:
The terms of this sum represent a synchro-
betatron spectrum. In this sum we keep 'only that
termp, which in the total exponent (3) leads to the
lowest frequency:
(nlv l + n 2v2+ 2pvs - q) = EVS} (5)
I E I ~ 1
We assume that the contributions of the terms of
higher frequency to the amplitude growth are small.
IfVI and V2 are constant it is well known2- 4 that the
resonant term of order of q of the azimuthally
expanded Hamiltonian is
~nln2 =Alnll/2Aln21/221 h I [( + -)f)
..n q 1 2 q cos n1VI n2v2 q
+ n 1lfJl + n2lfJ2 + f3] (6)
with
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G(l/J,a) = Cp [ (c + C24)a + C4a2+ a N/2
( nIl + 1) In21/2 cosl/J] = const. (11)
Aloa
with
least-let us say-for five synchrotron periods 50s
== 5 X 21T/Vs • In other words, a resonance builds up
only if the instantaneous wave numbers change by
less than the separation 2vs between two subsequent
synchro-betatron wave numbers during an angular
progression of the particle by 5 X 21T/Vs. The con-
dition of coherent interaction is therefore IVI" I X 5





A stronger condition is
OM being the angular path traveled by a particle
during the lifetime ofthe beam or during the time the
beam travels through the beating range. In these
cases, p and consequently Cp always have the same
unique values. A subsequent example will show that
this latter condition is often easily satisfied.
If the condition (14) is not satisfied, and if/ varies
too rapidly, the oscillating wave number interacts
incoherently with various p's. Then the amplitude
growth must be calculated by quadratic addition of
the growth at each crossing between the primitive
wave-number combination n1vI + n2v2. and the
resonant one n1v1R + n2v2R = q. The incumbent




N=ln I I+ln2 1
if;= (evJJ+n,({Jl«(})+n2({Ji(})-P ; + f3)
A 2 Al A 20 A IOI == - - - == - - - == const.
n2 nl n2 nI
Cp = 2n,1 hqlJ} [ (n l + n2)
X ~ Ll] (n 2 )n21/2 AI~-212 (12)
Vs n l
The Hamiltonian (11) differs from previous
works in that it contains the.r; factor. All sub-
sequently derived expressions will differ by this
same distinctive factor.
The value ofthe integerp depends on the position
with respect to the nearest synchro-betatron reson-
ance of any proposed working point of wave
numbers VI and V2. We have
C24 = C;I[nln 2h IIII0 + 2niho0220]·l
C4 = C;I[n2h llIIO + nlh22000 + (n~/nI)
X ho0220]A 10
cf.(5 )
Then p is the integer cf.( 11)
The first derivative of the phase is
Resonant growth ofa can build up only ifone and
the same synchro-betatron oscillationp acts on the
resonance nlv1 + n2v2 + 2pvs = q for some time, at (15)




f(a) ={ ~ aN-ZIZ
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( 16)
The first derivative of the amplitude is
da _ aG _ NI2 ( nIl ) In21/2
-------Ca --+1
dO aljl p Aloa
Xsinljl (17)
Then we obtain for the second derivative of the
phase
Then
da = C{aN ( nIl + 1) I n2'
dO p A10a
-[ (cz + CZ4) (1 - a) + c4(l - a Z)
+( :ll~ +1) Inz/IZ cosl/t] Z} II (19)
This equation can be integrated:
The range ofa whilst cos ljI varies from +1 to -1 ,
or inversely, is the beating range. The curves of the
final values aM as a function of C2 + C24 are the
resonance curves. One easily derives from (11), that
AMPLITUDE RANGE





t = - 1/2Cp a; {- - - - - - - - -}
(20)
AMPLITUDE GROWTH
Eliminating in (17) sin l/J with the help of(11) leads
to
ljI" = O(C~). ( 18)
.+ a:;/2
(21 )
The factor J~ enters by C2 + C24 and by C4.
These curves have a maximum each time the
storage ring is tuned nearly on a synchro-betatron
oscillation p, in other words if nearly f ~ a or
(22)
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As a function ofp, these maxima decrease rapidly.
STOP BAND WIDTH:
According to (4), the stop band width is
The figures suppose a fourth order field error,
created predominantly by the space charge, charac-
terized by fj, == 0.2.6
Furthermore, we have
21 h2010q I = 21 hq I = 1.122 X 10-3 m- I •
This figure results from supposed third order
random field errors or <a2Bz/ax2>= 2.10-3 Tm-2
in the magnet sectors as well as in the quadrupoles of
Saturne II. 7
Finally
It contains the factor Ihpq I in C. with
Because Ihpq I == Ihq I X J~, we have
h22000 = -1.52 m- 2 ,
This means that the sum of all synchro-betatron
resonance widths is equal to the width of the only
betatron resonance in the absence of wave-number
oscillations.
±3±2±1o
Resonance curves, times, and widths
p
Figure 1 represents the resonance curves (21) aM
= aM (c2 + c24 ) forp = O. Furthermore, we calculate
a M (c2 + C24 = 0) for three pairs of sidebands
p = ±1; ±2; ±3. We also, calculate with the help of
(20), 8M and tM, the time necessary to reach aM, cos
l/J = -1 starting from a i = 1; cos l/Ji = +1.
The stopband width is de == 7.934 X IO-5J~.
Thus one comes to the values given in Table I.
TABLE I.
aM 1.66 1.54 1.070 1.0038
tM 3.85 msec 4.10 msec 4.86 msec 4.59 msec
~e 2.73X 10-5 2.27X 10-5 3.13X 10-6 1.75X 10-7
01 ¢t"1 OM 3.86 2.86 6.40 1.90
In this example of excitation of a non-systematic
third order resonance, the beating range (aM - 1)
approaches 66% (i.e., 29% for x; 16.5% for z)
respectively 54% in the two worst cases, when VI
and v2 are tuned so as to have C2 = (n1v1 +
n2v2 + 2pvs - q)lnlCp == -C24 with P = 0, re-
spectivelyp = ±1. For Ip I > 1, the beating range is
negligible.
The amplitudes reach their maxima aM after a
time tM of less than 5 msec.
The resonance widths 6.e are very small com-
pared to the usual chromatic wave-number disper-
sion of 10-3 to 10-2, but may lead with time to a
general beam enlargement by momentum diffusion,
if by misfortune the storage ring is tuned on one of
the resonances with p = 0 or p = ± 1.
p=-oo
I hpq I = I h q I X
p=-oc
A A r------
X, Z == y2A I ,2{3MIR
X== z== 2 cm; 1== (A 2oln2 - A lOin 1) == IO-4m2). We
suppose an rf wavelength of 30 cm and a machine
radius R = 15 m, then Vs = nsfWo ~ 1.1.10- 1• We
suppose the speed of the particles is {3c == 0.842 c.
We take the numerical values for the Hamiltonian
constants hjklmq from the small AG synchrotron
Saturne II (Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay)
of R = 15.8 m radius, similar to the radius of the
projected Los Alamos storage ring:
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We consider a non-systematic third order reson-
ance nl == 2; n2 == 1. The initial amplitudes are
A 20 == 2 X IO-4m2 (with 13M ~ R and the maximal












FIGURE 1 Resonance curves.
Moreover, we are always in the situation of(14a)
of I t/!"I 8M < 2vs = 2.2 X 10-1, which allows for
straight-forward calculations with a single value of
Cpo
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APPENDIX
Establishment ofthe Hamiltonian ofa Single Pair
of Variables for the Two-Dimensional Betatron
Oscillation in Accelerators
The starting point is the twcrdimensional phase-
amplitude Hamiltonian
Furthermore
because VI, V2, and Vs are supposed to be constant.
Suppressing the small and presently non-essential
terms h1lOOoAI and h OOII oA2, the new Hamiltonian is
(A2)
h22000 Ai + hIIIIO A IA 2 + h00220A}
+ A (nl/2) A (n2/2) 2 I h I cos[(n v + n v +1 2 pq 1 1 2 2
2pvs - q) () + nl({Jl + n2({J2- P (rr/2) + {3
(AI)
F1(o/h o/2,A h A 2, (}) = ±[(Vi -1,2
{} + o/i] Ai
We apply to (AI) a canonical transformation
with the help of the generating function
The new phase variables are +h AA +h A2+AlnII/2Aln21/2Illl()L"11 2 0022<Y12 1 2
.Yt does not depend anymore explicitly on () or
a:it/a() = u. Because of aeit/af)=d:il/d(), we have
x 21 hpq I cos[n lXl + n2X2 - P rr/2 + (3]
(A3)
Jf= const. (A4)
The old amplitudes Ai are related to the new ones
by
Now we make a second canonical transformation
with the help of the generating function, which has
also been used in Ref. 5:
F2(XI,X2,AI,A2) = (nIXI +n2X 2 - p1T/2 + f3)
Al + (n 2X 1 - n1X2)A2 (A5)
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The new phases are h depending also only on one pair f/! IA 1ofvariables:
h(l/f, AI) =={~ [n\v 1+ n2V 2+ 2pVs - q]
n 1
+ [n2h 1l1\O + 2(ni/nl)ho0220lI} AI
+ [h22000 + (n2lnI)hllII0 + (n2/nl)2hoo22o]Af




and 1 2 == con~t. Tl!en £ depends only on one pair




oh( l/f, A I)
by (A8)
af/!
df/! oit( l/J, A I) oh(l/f, AI)





~ dA I == dA I
n I dO dO
Therefore, the Hamiltonian associated with the
pair of variables fIt, A I is
nf + n~ =
- -- A 2 == const. == I
nI n2
The new Hamiltonian Yf(f/!l' f/!2' AI, A2) is ob-
tained by substitutLon Qff/!I' f/!2,AI,A2in~, equation
(A~), for XI' X 2 , A], A2•




Into this Hamiltonian;.it we still introduce the
relative amplitude a == AliA 10. Then we get the final
Hamiltonian
(A7)
We ~ubstitute (A7) for A 2 in the Hamil-
tonian.if; equation (A3). Furthermore we substitute
there l/J for (nIXI + n2X2 - p( rr/2) + {3) and we




in agreement with (11).
